The first of October, 1985 saw a further public announcement relating to the advent of the TRANSPUTER, the single-chip microcomputer specially designed for applications relating to parallel processing. The announcement was mentioned in the more serious newspapers in Britain such as the Guardian, which carried on its science page a substantial feature article providing significant coverage at a technical level of the device and its attributes.
The current interest in parallel processing and the arrival on the scene of microcomputer chips specifically designed with an architecture appropriate to array processing is highly significant. To a very large extent there is a feeling that the Von Neumann computer with its sequential execution of a serial stream of instructions has reached the limit of exploitation. An everincreasing demand for substantial amounts of computing power is leading inevitably to the utilisation of parallel architectures. Typical applications include image processing, where there is a demand for substantial computing power behind each pixel position and in artificial intelligence. While courses in computer science have included coverage of parallel machines with their concurrent high-level languages, departments of electrical engineering have been less quick to respond to the challenge. For example, there is yet to appear in the Journal an article which deals with how best to teach this important and ever-expanding subject. The Editors would welcome an educational article on the subject, particularly if accompanied by suggestions as to appropriate laboratory and programming activity.
The challenges are substantial, especially since the unit cost of a device such as the TRANSPUTER is of the order of $500. Similarly, present costs relating to software emulators designed to test out the performance of the accompanying parallel-processing language Occam remain substantial. Perhaps what is wanted is laboratory and programming activity which illustrates basic principles without going to the extent of encompassing such sophistication as the TRANSPUTER and Occam.
We look forward to hearing from you.
M.G. HARTLEY

